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Wednesday, October 24, 1962

Former Congresswoman
To Open Convocation Series
Seven outstanding speakers have been signed for the 1962-63
convocation series.
Dr. Harold K. Stevens, chairman of the EWSC convocation committee, s~id all speakers will appear in the morning, and that all programs. will be held in Showalter auditorium on the EWSC campus
and will be open to the public without charge.
.
November 8
and Commander of the British
Opening the series Nov. 8 will Empire awarded by Queen Elizabe Helen Gahagan Douglas, for- beth II for his services to music.
mer actress and member of the Moore's lecture-recitals have been
79th, 80th and 81st Congresses as sensational successes wherever he
a representative of California's has appeared.
14th district. She will be presentFebrua,ry 21
ed at 10:30 a.m. in a discussion
Amabssador Victor C. T. Hoo,
program on the Alliance for Pro- who throughout his long diplogress, a talk based on her own matic career has frequently been
recent experiences in Latin Amer- assigned to international conferica.
ences and who has served as repDecember 6
resentative of the Secretary GenDr. B. M. Oliver, who was em- eral of the United Nations, will
ployed from 1939 to 1952 in tele- speak Feb. 28 at 1:30 a.m. on "Is
vision research and radar develop- the United Nations Doing Its
ment by the Bell Laboratories, Job?"
and is now vice president in
April 8,
charge of research and developThe distinguished editor of the
ment of the Hewlett-Packard Co., Atlantic Monthly, Edward Weeks,
will speak Dec. 6 on "Interstellar will appear April 8 at 11:30 a.m.
Contact and Communication." His Weeks was one of five American
program will be at 9:30 a.m.
writers 4irho were recently sent
Feb14uary 7
011 a cultural exchange to Russia,
Pulitzer prize winning news- where he traveled more than 11,man Harrison Salisbury, who has 000 miles in the Soviet Union as a
spent many years in Russia, the guest of the Union of Soviet
most recent in 1959 when he Writers. His topic will be "Ameritraveled more than 30,000 miles can and Russian Authors--a Comthrough the country including parison."
Ap,il 11
trips to Outer Mongolia and SiberLesley Frost, daughter of Ameria, will speak Feb. 7 at 9:30 a.m.
His topic will be "The Coming ica's beloved poet, Robert Frost,
Conflict Between Russia and and a recognized writer herself,
will appear April 1 at 9:30 a.m.
China."
February 21
She has worked in Latin America
Gerald Moore, considered by and in Spain, lecturing and writ-.
many critics to be the world's ing to promote a close culteral ingreatest accompanist, will appear terchange between these areas
in a lecture Feb. 21 at 10:30 a.m. and the United States. She will
Winner of the Cobbett Gold Medal speak on "The Poetry of Robert
fo1· his services to chamber music, Frost."

Six Eminent Scientists
To Speak at Dedication
Six eminent American scientists will present a symposium on
current scientific developments as part of the dedication of the new
Eastern Washington State colleg~ science building.
Dr. John Douglas, EWSC as- "Life : The Ballet of the Big
,
sistant professor of chemistry and Molecules."
chairman of the dedication com Afternoo.in
mittee, said the two-day program
The afternoon program will
will start Oct. 26 and will continue
present
Dr. Carl B. Allendoerfer,
through the morning of Oct. 27.
chairman of the department of
Dedication ceremonies will be
mathematics at the University of
held the even ing of Oct. 26 in the Washington, speaking on "Global
EWSC Memoria l Fieldhouse and Differential Geometry... Dr. J.
will feature Dr. J. Herbert Hollo- Dorman of the Lamont Geologimon, Assistant Secretary of Com- cal Observatory of .Columbia -Vnimerce for Science and Technol- versity will discuss "Geophysical
ogy. He will speak on "Tech- Investigation of the Oceans.:~
William L. Wilkerson, EWSC
nology and Economic Developinstructor
in geolQgy-geography,
ment."
will
be
the
afternoon chairman.
Opening Day
October 27
The opening day's morning pro•
With Dr. Vincent Stevens,
gram will be presided over by
EWSC associate professor of
George Stahl, chairman of the
EWSC department of mathe- chemistry as chairman, the Oct.
matics and physics, and will fea- 27 morning program will feature
Dr. Mason Yearian, assistant proture talks by Dr. Halton C. Arp,
assistant astronomer at Mount fessor of physics at Stanford uniWilson and Palomar Observator- versity, speaking on "High
ies in California, and by Dr. Energy Scattering Studies of NuJames Bonner, professor of bi- clear and Nuclon Structure."
ology at California Institute of
Dr. Yearian is a member of the
Technology.
group, using high energy electron
Dr. Arp will speak on "Models accelerator to probe the strucof the· Universe.'.' Dr. Bonner, ture of nuclear particles, whose
past president of the American leader, Dr. Robert Hofstader,
Society of Plant Physiologists and was awarded the Nobel prize in
a member o.f the National Acad- physics in 1961.
emy of Sciences, will speak on
(Continued to Page 3)

Dr. Edmonds Recital T onite
Compositions by Brahms, Bach and Chopin have been chosen by
Eastern's Dr. Jam~s Edmonds for his recital tonight in Showalter
hall. The program, open to the public, begins at 8: 15 p.m.
One highlight of Edmonds'
week is the student dinner which
he cooks. Each week he asks
several students over to his ap.
partment for dinner and to talk.
Last week, Edmonds invited the
student body officers from East-

em.
A music lover, Edmonds enjoys his large collection of music.
Althoug~ he enjoys jazz to acertain extent, he likes to play
mostly classical music. Edmonds
says Brahms is his favorite composer.
Another interest of Edmonds is
knitting. Taught by his sisters
he knits many items, such a~
gloves, scarfs, and sweaters as
gifts.
When ·asked how he enjoyed
Eastern after the University of
Michigan, Edmonds stated that
he enjoyed the small friendly atmosphere rather than a large impersonal one. "I enjoy teaching
. at Eastern," he said. ' 1lt seems
lik~ home." •

Edmonds' classes at Eastern
include piano, organ and theory.
"I enjoy teaching'," he said, "especially beginners," Edmonds
says he likes to see the pleasure
beginning students have when
making their first progress.
In spite of his full life as an instructor, Easterner's new faculty
member finds time for other activities. Sundays be plays the organ for the Central Methodist
church in Spokane.

Enrollment

Up!

Fall quarter enrollment at
Eastern totals 2,516, a new record for the college, Perrin C.
Smith, registrar, announced.
The freshman class is the largest, Smith said, with 1,169 enrolled. Other class enrollments
are sophomore, 509; junior, 377;
senior, 290, and graduate, 171.
Men outnumber women, with
1,546 men and 970 women registered.

50 Years

From Showalter To Sciences
This week Eastern will dedicate its newest building, "Hall of the
Sciences". More than two million dollars was spent for the building
and its many labs, offices and classrooms.
Fifty years ago in 1912, East- annex was purchased by the
ern, then Cheney State Normal, school to house women students.
had to fight for funds to rebuild This building was later removed
when the first building burned. from the campus.
A laboratory school for pracState Senator W. J. Sutton headed the appeal for money to re- ticing teachers was opened in
1936. The building was later
build the institution.
named Martin hall for Clarence
The cornerstone for the adminD. Martin, governor of Washingistration building was laid in
ton at time of construction.
March, 1914, by Senator Sutton.
Hargreaves library was dediThe total cost of the building was
cated
in 1940 to Richard T. Har$300,000, and was later named
greaves, college president from
Showalter hall for Noah D. Show1926-1939. The school greenhouse
alter, president" at the time of
was also purchased that year.
construction.
The close of the war brought
Also constructed in 1915, at 1
expansion to the campus. In 1945
cost of $2000, was the Industrial
the grandstand, infirmary and
Arts building.
child care center were constructIn 1914 the Alumni association ed. Housing for married students
and a group including Louise An- was prwided in Trailerville
derson, then a faculty member, which was in the area now occubegan to secure funds to build pied by the new food center.
pillars from the granite foundaHousing at this time was suptions of the old school buildi g.
plemented by government surThe pillars were dedicated the plus buildings. Hudson and Garry
Herculean Pillers in 1915.
halls were planned in 1946 as
Monroe hall, the oldest dorm emergency measures.
on campus, held its formal openThe Ratcliffe home, a house
ing in February, 1916. At the ban- purchased by the college in 1947,
quet, guests were informed that served as the student union. In
the building, which cost $4,5,000, the next year the Fieldhouse and
was of good quality and would be the Music building were under
in use for the next 50 years. At- construction.
tending the ceremony was Mrs.
As housing was· once more a
Mary A. Monroe, president of the problem, a new girls' dorm was
Board of Trustees, for whom the constructed in 1951. New Dorm,
dorm was named.
JlS it was formerly called, was
Three years later a contract later dedicated to Louise Anderwas let for Senior hall to house son, a former faculty member.
more women students. Because
The Walter W. Isle Union
the state allotted only part of the building w,u dedicated in 1956 to
needed funds, the third floor of a president who served Eastern
the building was not completed from 1945 to 1954. Another addiuntil several years later.
tion to the campus that year was
To encour190 more men to at- the ROTC building.
tend Cheney State, President
During the next two years,
Show1lter conceived the idea of housing was constructed for mar·a dormitory for men, who other- ried students and the SUB and
wfH lived off campu1. In 1923 Field house were expanded.
Sutton hall was named for W. J.
The campus school, attached to
Sutton, principal of Cheney In Martin ball, was .completed in
1882, and a state senator at that 1959.
time.
In the near future, both
The home of all college presi- new men's dormitory and the
dents since Hargreaves was food service center will be the
finerected in 1928. The same year an ished.

Attorney Hits
league's Stand
There is no need for reapportionment in Washington state, according to a Spokane attorney
who spoke at last week's Koffee
Korner.
"Washington doesn't have any
problem in representation," said
Robert D. Dellwo, a Spokane attorney and a member of the
Democratic state committee.
To back this up, he c ited an
uticle from a recent magazine
in which Washington was rated
as one of the top 10 states in
representation for rural and city
areas.
Dellwo pointed out that the League of Women Voters have t aken
the number of representatives
and divided them into Washington's population.
On this basis, said the attorney, the League of Women Voters wants to divide up the state
of Washington.
Granted, the original number of
senators and representatives allotted by the state's constitution
has not changed, and the population has grown, thus causing a
shift in representation, said Dellwo, but reapportionment is a
technical problem.
Dellwo cited some of the factors which should be considered
in making up a legislative district
as: population, economic unity,
integrated
communities,
and
communities that are united by
tradition.
" Not only are these considerations important, but political units
should be divided," said Dellwo.
"These factors seemingly have
not been taken into consideration
by the League of Women Voters,"
said Dellwo. "They want to take
Spokane county and lump it into
the second district, put Stevens
and Pend Orielle county togethe~,
and they want to give too much
representation to King county."
Dellwo felt that the proposal of
the Grange to increase the number of legislators and give one
representative for each county
was the best solution proposed.

Cheney Honors
Nine Foreign
Students
Nine foreign exchange students
from nine different countries
were introduced to residents of
Cheney and students from Eastern at a reception held in their
honor at the City Hall Sunday,
October 21.
_In Mayor Nolen Brown's address, he welcomed the students
to the community and titled them
as 11 ambassadors of good will."
Introduction of each student
was made by Miss Clara Kessler
foreign student advisor. While Dr'.
James Edmonds played the na-tional anthem of each country,
the students gave a short speech
in their native tongue.
After a short message from
Mrs. James Johnson, chairman
of the reception, the students met
everyone individually and had a
chance to share their experiences
as an international student with
all.
Several of the students wore
authentic native costumes of
their countries.

.>:
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On Seeking··
By Joan Mccallum
.
An educated man is a seeking, searching, questioning individualDr . Don S. Patterson chose these words for his address to students at
the a~nual ~esident's convocation last Thursday. We're sure he wasn't
speakmg directly to the Easterner at the time, but we like to tlultk
that the Easterner staff is attempting to take his advice. ·
There are people who think we are ill-advised in our quest becau~e the answers we come up with aren't always the right ones. We
don t agree: There are people who shout because we presume to look
or to question. We don't agree with them either.
·
There are subjects a college newspaper shouldn't discuss they
sar-. ~here are organizations, people, sacred cows that should~'t be
cr iticized. You are not accurate, and you mispell words, they tell us.
We say that we try to be accurate, and we try to spell but we are
students, just as they are. Because we are students and 'because we
_have an administration that tells us to seek, to search, to question
ft~

I

I

So~etimes, _P~inting an inaccurate item is the fastest way to ttle
truth-Just as g1vmg the wrong answer to an exam is often the best
way to learn. It is not intentional in the first case any more than it
is in the second.
The only thing we ask in our search is that those who have the
truth-if they have it-join us on our journey and share their wisdom.
The Easterner is a student publication and as such feels that student affairs are Easterner affairs. Dr. Patterson said it at the convocation-"It is the duty of the college to provide opportunities for
students to become questioning individuals."
The college has provided the opportunity. The Easterner will
question.

Student Government at Stake
By Lynn Sanken
Do you want to lose your student government?
Today, when more emphasis is placed on taking an active interest
in American government, the students at EWSC, who will soon have
the responsibility of governing themselves on a nation-wide scale,
are in danger of losing this privilege here at college.
Many students express the feeling that student government
should be left to the "big wheels" or that they wouldn't be heard if
they did have something to say. This is not the easel
Each person has something to say about the way in which he is
governed, but ASC representatives aren't mind readers. They can only
report what they are told by the people they represent.
"What can I do?" you ask.
Government of any kind must start on a local or small scale and
work up to a larger one. It -is the responsibility of the individual to
support this smaller part of a complex working governmental body.
At school, this small unit is the dorm group. Representatives
from the dorms, which in themselves are the "lower courts," form
the Campus Council. This council compares to the slightly higher
courts, handling situations arising outside the dorms on campus.
The judicial board is comparable to the Superior Court, which
handles appeals from the lower courts and impeachment of officers.
In order to maintain a strong student government, the lower as
well as the higher branches must be strong.
At the next election, take a few moments to see which candidate
will do the best job and don't vote for Candidate X just because
"Joe's voting for him."

-Sounding Board
Literary Art Press
Easter~ Washington State College
Cheney, Washington
Dear Mr. McManus:
Hank Koslow·sky gave me your
name a.s one of those most likely
to help bring to the attention of
interes,ed sutdents a series of
free p~rlic poetry readings sponsored l:)y Holy Names College.
Dr. William Stafford of Lewis
and Cl~rk College, Portland, Oregon, has agreed to read in Spokane 11hursday, October 25, at
8 p.m. in the music hall on the
· Fort ~right campus. Early in
Novem~er he will be reading at
San Francisco State, Berkeley,
and the1San Francisco Museum of
Art, so I we feel especially fortunate to be able to draw him in another dfrection.
Dr. Stafford's later of two books
of
poems
is
TRAVELING
THROUGH THE DARK, published by Harper & Row, and now
available at the Crescent. His
work has appeared in many
magazines including POETRY,
THE ATLANTIC, HARPER'S,
THE NATION, THE NEW REPUBLI¢, PARIS REVIEW, THE
NEW YpRKER, and SATURDAY
REVIE)V . .
Additional information will be
sent to you as the schedule for
other r~adings takes firm shape.
We have already set Monday,
November 19, at 8 p.m., for a
reading by Edith Shiffert, Seattle's Far Eastern editor of
POETRY NORTHWEST.
Thank you for your kind attention to '11is matter.
Sipcerely,
Sifter Mary Gilbert, SNJM

Eastern:

The New Frontier
By Les Francis
USNSA Coordinator
Two years ago, the New Frontier rolled into the White House
on a wave of popular enthusiasm. However, today a narrow majority
of Eastern Washington State college students seems to think the
wave has been r~duced to a ripple of pessimism.
Many students feel that the
Kennedy administration has lost ized. When the economy doesn't
much of its popular support be- surge ahead, the people ~lways
cause of poor leadership. These blame the administration.
Taking the opposite point of
students placed emphasis on the
view,
some students feel that the
issues of Medicare and federal
administration
is just as strong
aid to education. They said that
on these two important issues, the tod_ay as it was two years ago.
President didn't fight hard en- They reasoned that the strength
ough. The people were hoping for of the administration has been
a fighter like Woodrow Wilson or overshadowed by many other imFranklin D. Roosevelt, but got portant world events.
"just another president. 11
They said that there wasn't
Some -sudents expressed the much sense in fighting for Mediidea that Kennedy's great leader- care and federal aid to education.
ship ability has been retarded by They reasoned that both were
his youth. They said the "old destined for defeat and an open
men" of° Congren are not going fight would have hurt the adto listen to a "freshman."
ministration more. This group
The students also felt that he expressed the opinion that the
has lost much support because strength of the administration
the economy hasn't moved ahead shouldn't be measured by its deas rapidly as anticipated. The feats, but by its victories. They
students suggested that the peo- have gotten many important reple expected an unrealistic eco- forms through Congress including
nomic boom that never material- the trade expension act, farm
\
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Goldwater Refuses Apology,
Colorado U Editor Fired

BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)-President Quig Newton of the University of Colorado sidestepping the Board of Publication, the student
government, and the faculty senate, fired the editor of the Colorado
Daily, student newspaper, Wednesday.
Editor Gary Althen has been been calling for an investigation
under attack by right-wing ele- of subversion and left-wingism at
ments and newspapers for several the University of Colorado for
weeks following the appearance years. The University of New
in the Daily of an article by phil- Mexico, 500 miles to the south,
osophy student Carl Mitcham but closely tied to Colorado geocalling Sen. Barry Goldwater graphically and culturally, has
( R-Ariz.) " no better than a com- lived under a similar barrage
mon criminal" in the context of for the last two years.
a discussion of modern American
The student newspapers at
politics.
both schools have borne the
Goldwater demanded apologies brunt of the attacks. Both papers
and got them. But the Senator have been edited by outspoken
was apparently not satisfied by liberals since 1960. A bill to inthe apologies, for he wrote presi- vestigate the U of New Mexico
dent Newton demanding that was narrowly defeated in that
Mitcham be expelled, Althen be state's legislature last year.
fired, and questioned Newton's
Commercial newspapers in
ability as a college president.
both states have ben pushing the
Newton at that time answered claims of subversion, with the
Goldwater with the now-famous notable exception of the Denver
statement ending with "Senator, Post, largest paper in the area,
I shall not silence them.11
which has editorially supported
Althen's and Daily's rights to both CU and UNM.
criticize as they saw fit were upPresident Tom L. Popejoy of
held by the Board of Student New Mexico, in a speech before
Publications, the student govern- the state convention of the Amerment, and the faculty senate, in lean Legion this sumer, made a
separate meetings.
strong defense of both schools,
The furor began anew last week declaring that he would fight
when a letter to the editor by with everything in his power to
Mitcham, written to further ex- maintain academic freedom at
plain the previous article, re- his school and the editorial freeferred to former president Dwight dam of UNM's student newsEisenhower as an "old futzer."
pal)E:r, the Lobo. It was widely
The Rocky Mountain News, speculated in both states before
Scripps-Howard Denver. outlet, Newton's action Wednesday that
renewed its long-standing edi- Newton was preparing to join
torial campaign to have Althen Popejoy to form a common front
fired and the university investi- against the extreme right wing
gated for subversion.
in both states.
Wednesday, despite the comBoth states have rural-clominatThe foUowing is a fetter written
to Wayne Hall, EWSC Alumni bined actions of the faculty, stu- eel lqislature which have proved
secretart, and passed on to the dent government, and Newton's susceptible to the att1ck on two
previous statement, Newton had schools. Democratic party leadEastern~r:
July 27 I 1962 Althen called out of a class. ers in Colorado and New Mexico
Leaving an ominously silent have been reluctant to place
Dear w,yne,
Just ~ note to tell you how classroom, Althen reported to themHlves in the position of apmuch Gene and I enjoy the East- Newton's office, where he was parent defense of "left-wingwsn
handed a curt ·note to the effect at the two schools.
erner.
The Rocky Mountain News has
We hai e been here in Corvallis that he had been fired "pursuant
11·
to
presidential
final
authority.
been
calling for the demise of the
(0.S.U.) 1for one year while Gene
Althen said the firing came as Colorado Daily for more than a
gets his\ M.S. on a National
complete surprise.
He had year. The News was initially upScience Foundation Scholarship.
thought
that
the
actions
of the set by the paper under the editorGene will be an instructor in
chemistrZ_ at Grays Harbor Jun- faculty, student government, and ship of John Farrell, who called
Newton's
previous
statement for the admission of Red r.hina
ior Collefe.
would
allow
the
controversy
to into the UN, and espoused a gen- .,
We'll br looking forward to the
quiet
down,
he
said.
erally liberal editorial line.
next copr of The Easterner in
After word of the decision to
The Albuquerque Journal has
Aberdeen.
fire
Althen
had
spread
around
been
almost equally vehement in
Sincerely,
the
campus,
angry
students
bedemanding
that something be
Mrs. Eileen Schermer
gan to mill in front of the student done about the Lobo, but Pope(Editorjs note: The following is union building. Wednesday night, . joy's declaration that he would
one of t~ree letters sent to Ed a huge protest rally drew some defend the paper seems to have
Laulainen, Donald Bade and Gor- 500 pickets in front of the presi- silenced most critics in that state.
don McL~ughlin who lost all of dent's official residence. Many Newton's decision to fire Althen
their personal possessions. in a wore placards with the words may have widespread ramificafire recently.)
"Senator, I shall not silence tions at New Mexico, possibly at
Enclos,i is a $20.00 check from them"-with "not" crossed out. other Southwestern schools where
the Bach~lor's Club. The BacheAlthen said he was undecided the right-wing has waged a conlor's Clu~ voted to donate this •• to what. to do next. An all- tinual campaign against liberal
amount
money to you to help campus referendum is scheduled student newspapers for some
replace personal belongings which for next week on the issue. At time. Arizona passed a state loyleast four member■ of the Dally alty oath law for all public school
were los~in the fire.
A nu ber of years ago the staff have reslgn11d, and it is not teachers last year.
Bachelor' Club started a fund to cert• in that the paper will conThe New Mexico Lobo is once
be used f r emergencies and then tinue to operate. Newton had again in the midst of the conwhen th~ emergencies did not earlier requested that the paper troversy, for the Lobo has given .
arise, they converted it to a loan be put under the control of the the Daily inciden~ full coverage,
fund. Thi~ money, however, is an Dept. of Journalism, but the Pub and written editorials on the suboutright gµt to you and I am sure Board refused that request.
ject. Other Southwestern papers
that you ~ould like to write a note
Colorado students were report- · have yet to comment on the acof aprecif tion to the Bachelor's ed to feel that Newton had buck- tion.
Club. Laqy Snyder is their presi- led under tremendous outside podent.
I
litical pressure. The Colorado
S~ncerely,
Board of Regents is elected by
(~igned)
popular referendum and the
g aryl Hagie
Daily incident quickly became a
qean of Students
political issue, with Republicans
New York (CPS)- This week's
calling for Althen's head, Demobill, t ax reforms and many
issue
of the Nation, liberal politicrats defending him. The issue
others.
cal
journal,
has called down Sen.
was rapidly injected into the
The ec~nomy hasn't boomed,
statewide Congressional cam- Barry Goldwater ( R-Ariz.) for
many said~ because of the crash
paign, and the university became his efforts to have the editor of
of an ovel
~ly inflated stock marthe object of considerable de ma- the student newspaper at the Uniket. The rash probably caused
economic ptimism to be replaced goguery, with statements and ver sity of Colorado fired .
The Nation, t aking note of
~Y econo ic pessimism, having charges being issued from all
Goldwater's
refusal to accept an
sides.
Governor
Steve
McNichols
an advers, effect on Investment,
apology
from
the editor and the
joined those calling for Althen's
consumpti, n and production.
The l ar gtst group of individuals dismissal, as did Senator Carroll. university president, Quigg NewThe furor, so he!Jted at pres- ton, says "The man who speaks
to be inter iewed are those of the
"twilight zone." They are the ent, is not a hew controversy, in these bully-boy terms is not a
students ~o are uninformed, un- nor is it simply a local issue. conservative; nor does he undercommitte~
and
uninterested. Colorado right-winger s, especial- stand, much less honor, the
They ap~ar to be the average ly the American Legion and the values upon which the conservaVeterans of Foreign Wars , have tive tr adition is based."
Eastern s~udent.
I

or

Nat,·on Repots
G·olclwater
Controversy

Has Busy Time
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Eastern Student Studying
In Swiss University Now
By Sharon Ctick
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Klein Pu.b lishes
Magazine Article
Karl K. Klein, EWSC associate
professor of physical education,
is the author of an article,
"Squats Right,,, in the October
issue of Scholastic Coach, a national magazine for high school
and college coaches.
Klein's article describes a~cepta ble weight training squat
exercises for leg development
and knee protection based on
scientific ligament studies of the
knee and its functions.

While many students were doing their September experience in
and around the Spokane area, one Eastern student was doing her
three weeks' experience at Dreux Air Force Base in France.
When it came time for the fall
Dawn · Nagy, a junior, traveled
term
to open in the European
to France at .t he close of spring
universities,
Dawn traveled to the
quarter in order to study in
University
of
Neuchatel, SwitzerFrance during her junior year.
During the summer she studied at land, where she will study until
her return to the States and
the Sorbonne.
When the summer schedule EWSC in March.
was completed at the Sorbonne,
she was met by Miss Virgin•a
Dickinson and Mrs. Mana Bridges, instructors of French at Eastern who were touring Franc~.
With Miss Dickinson and Mrs.
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Bridges, Dawn toured eastern
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
France and western Switzerland
for two weeks.
Part of those two weeks was
spent visiting the parents of Ml11
Suzie Ramseyer, who teaches
German at Eastern. Their home
11 lnDerlndlngen, Switzerland, in
the German-speaking portion of
Switzer land.

Miss Virginia Dickinson, Instructor In French; Dawn Nagy, Eastern
junior; and Mr5. Mana Bridges, French instructor, are pictured above
as they tour France and Western Switzerland. Here they have stopped
to have a sidewalk photographer take their picture. Dawn is spending
her iunior year abroad studying at the Univeraity of Neuchatel,
Swiherland.

Social Room Now lecture Hall

HIGH TEST, LOW TEST, NO TEST
Just the other night I was saying to the little woman, "Do you
think the importance of tests in American colleges is · being
overemphasized?" (The little woman, incidentally, is not, as
you might think, my wife. My wife is far from a little woman.
She is, in fact, almost seven feet high and heavily muscled.
She is a full-blooded Chiricahua Apache and holds the world's
hammer-throw record. The little woman I referred to is someone we found crouching under the sofa when we moved into
our apartment several years ago, and there she has remained
ever since. She never speaks, except to make a kind of guttural
clicking sound when she is hungry. Actually, she is not too
much fun to have around, but with my wife away at track meets
most of the time, at least it gives me somebody to talk to.)
But I digress. "Do you think the importance of tests in
American colleges is being overemphasized?" I said the other
night to the little woman, and then I said, "Yes, Max, I do
think the importance of tests- in American colleges is being
overemphasized." (As I have explained, the little woman does
not speak, so when we have conversations, I am forced to do
both parts.)

Mrs. Bridges explained that
Miss Ramseyer's parents speak ·
German and no French and that
she, Miss Dickinson and Dawn
spoke French and no German. At
first it was a bit difficult to communicate, she noted, but with a
dictionary in one hand and pad
and pencil in the other, they managed to coverse and had a most
enjoyable stay.
.
When this two-week jaunt was
over, Miss Dickinson and Mrs.
Bridges took Dawn to Dreux Air
Force base where arrangements
had been made for her to do her
September experience.
While at Dreux, she stayed with
the teacher in charge of French
in the school. Mrs. Bridges explained that the teacher was a
native of France and is now an
American citizen'.

By Sue Stockton
Dreux, located 60 miles from
A third of the $113,750 spent on remodeling . this summer-between $25,000 and $30,000-has been spent on the new lecture room Paris, is now m11inly a boarding
in Showalter hall where all the western civilization classes are now ·school for students who come
helrl.
_......,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
from all parts of the world. The
Before it became today's ·tiered 1c,e used for small convocations students are full-time boarders
and well-equipped lecture room,
the speaker will not b& faced and children of Air Force personit was many other thi'ngs. Old with dozens of empty rows of nel wl:wo are stationed over the
timers-1947 graduates and be- seats. Dean Kabat says, "I think world.
Besides assisting in French.
fore-remember it as the gym they did a very nice lob on the
classes
at Dreux, Dawn observed
and swimming pool.
hall."
some
English
classes.
With the introduction of the
field house to the campus, it became the social room. New paneling was put in to mark the
change and dancing was the order
of the room! There was a little
kitchen at the south end. A stove
and sink were installed and were
used until 1959 when the SUB
came into being.
Gradually, this multipurpose
room again changed hands. Offices were set up for professors
and- it was for this purpose that
the room was used until this
year-the fall of 1962.
As a part of the general remodeling plan of last summer, the
new hall was bulit. It Is now outfitted with a new floor and rlHrs
which make It po11lble for every.
one In the class to lff the pro8 Tusay llpstlcka to choose
fessor. Ther• Is • sound and amfrom - 8· shades of spring and
plifier system along with new
summer-all alive with Permaheatine and ventllatln9 equip.
Dew, the softening aeoret
ment. The accoustlcs are 10 effeconly Tuaay lipsticks live with.
tive said Dr. George Kabat, dean
Al•o. on aale, large 12 oz. Midof Instruction, that "yov cen alnight Hand and Body Lotion .
most hear • pin drop" In the hall.
. $2 .0~ value NOW $1.00.
Two microphones h~ve been
provided: one for the ·r ambling
professor, and one which is permanently kept on the lectern.
TAX
The room is equipped to show
films and slides and the new
overhead projector makes it possible for the lecturer to show
small, even six square inch maps,
to the class. He can also write
important information on the
screen while looking at the students, .and it wlll appear instantaneously to them.
Seating 11• provided for 272 students. Authorities feol that ••
many as 320 persons might be
squNzed In. The room will also
, ,..

"°

SPECIAL
SALE ON

!luSsY
Famous .
Perma-Dew

NOW!

2 foli,Sl9.9.
Main St.
Cheney,

Wash.
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To get back to tests-sure, they're ,i mportant, but let's not
allow them to get too important. There are, after all, many
qualities and talents that simply can't be measured hy quizzes.
Is it right to penalize a gifted student whose gifts don't happen
to be of the academic variety? Like, for instance, Gregor
Sigafoos?
Gregor, a freshman at the New Hampshire College of Tanning
and Belles Lettres, has never passed a single test; yet all who
know him agree that he is studded with talent like a ham with
cloves. · He can, for example, sleep standing up. He can do a
perfect imitation of a scarlet tanager. (I don't mean just do
the bird calls; I mean he can fly South in the winter.) He can
pick up B-B's with his toes. He can say "Toy boat" three times
fast. He can build a rude telephone out of two empty Marlboro
packs and 100 yards of butcher's twine. (Of all his impressive
accomplishments, this last is the one Gregor likes to do best
- not building the telephone, but emptying the Marlboro
packs. Gregor doesn't just dump the Marlboros out of the
pack. He smokes them one at a time-settling back, getting
comfortable, savoring each tasty puff. As Gregor often says
with a winsome smile, "By George, the makers of Marlboro
took their time •finding this fine flavor, this great filter, and by
George, I'm going to take my time enjoying 'em!")
Well, sir, there you have Gregor Sigafoos- artist, humanist,
philosopher, Marlboro smoker, and freshman since 1939. Will
the world - so desperately in need of talent- ever benefit from
Gregor's great gifts? Alas, no. He is in college to stay.
But even more tragic for mankind is the case of Anna Livia
P lurabelle. Anna Livia, a classmate of Gregor's, had no talent,
no gifts, no brains, no. personality. All she had was a knack for
taking tests. S~e would cram like crazy before a test, always
get-a perfect score, and then promptly forget everything she had
learned. Naturally, she graduated with highest honors and
degrees by the dozen, but the sad fact is that she left college
no more educated, no more prepared to cope with the world,
than when she entered. Today, a broken woman, she crouches
under my sofa.
@ 11162 Mu S hulmao

•
And speaking of tests, we makers of Marlboro put our
cigarette through an impressive number before we send
it to the market. But ultimately, there is only one test
that counts: Do YOU like it? We think you will.

r,

•

Grad Has Lead In
Season ~s First. Play
The leading lady of EWSC's production of "The Da':'ghter o~
Atreus" "George and Margaret," "Snafu," "Out of the Frrmg Pan,
and "Arsenic and Old Lace" in her _un~ergra_d~ate ye?,rs is back on
Eastern's stage as the leading lady m Amp1tiyon 38 ·
Alpha Spence graduated from
EWSC in 1950. Since then she has
done graduate work at Eastern.
While doing her undergraduate
work here, she belonged to Golden Circle, honorary Senior girls'
organization. In 1949, Alpha was
Eastern's Sacajawea.
Two years ago, Alpha had the
lead in "Medea".
Alpha and her husband, Doq,
are living in North Spokane with
their two children. She taught at
Central Valley in Spokane last
year. This year she is teaching
sophomore and junior English
and journalism at Mead High
school in Spokane.
"Amphitryon 38", Eastern's
first play of the season, will run
three performances on November 14, 15 and 16. Curtain time is
8: 15 p.m.

Meat Spoils at
Homecoming
Eastern's homecoming ended
on a tragic note Saturday, October 20.
The EWSC Savages met defeat
at the hands of the UPS Loggers
before more than two thousand
fans . The half-time show, with
the theme, " The Greatest Show
on Earth," featured numbers by
the .band, a baton twirling act.
and an exhibition by the gymnasts team.
To add insult to injury, it was
announced during half-time that
over $600 worth of meat which
had been intended for the outdoor
barbecue had spoiled in the pit.
Students and visiting alumni
were served ham dinner in the
Louise Anderson dining hall.
A good turnout was reported
for the parade in which top honors among the floats went to
Louise Anderson Hall, first
place; Hudson Hall, second place;
and Monroe Hall, third place.
The Friday sok-hop as well as
Saturday night's Homecoming
dance held in the Davenport lobby
were well attend~d.
Thanks to the combined efforts
of the student body and various
sponsoring groups, homecoming
was, for the most part, very
successful.

EWSC Staff To
Visit Graduates
The yearly visitations by EWSC
faculty to first year teachers has
begun. Mr. Gerald Estes of the
business department is visiting
16 EW.SC graduates in the
Yakima-Richland area October
15 through October 19. The purpose of the visit is to aid the new
teachers with any problems
which might have arisen. Other
graduates will be visited at various times during the year.
· Dr. Robert Bender's methods
class will take charge of Mr.
Estes's classes as part of their
classwork.
~i. .
"t

J
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;.Meet Your Candidates1

,-

"'., Cheney votel's will have the
opportunity to meet their candicJ'ates at a meeting to be held in
the Betz Elementary School, 8
p.Ul. on October 29.
Candidates for the U.S. Senate,
fifth congressional district, fifth
legislative district and the county
commissioners have been invited
to participate.
. The meeting is sponsored by
the Cheney Parent Teachers associations, Cheney Chambet of
Commerce, the Cheney unit of the
Washington Educational association and the college unit of the
WEA.

Council Acts;
ASC Meetings
Aired on KEWC
The students at Eastern are
now able to learn more about
their student government by listening to the ASC meetings.
These meetings, held Thursday
evenings at' 6:30 p.m., will be
broadcast live over campus radio
Station KEWC.
At the Oct ober 18 meeting,
ASC Measure 15, concerning any
AS or lesser organization election , was approved with several
of these amendments:
All persons voting shall have a
valid identification. (This need
not be a student body card.)
Campaigning for any candidate
shall begin 168 hours (seven
days) prior to the opening of the
polls.
It was voted to send telegrams
to James Meredith, Negro student at the University of Mississippi; the Student Body President
of "Ole Miss"; and Attorney General Robert Kennedy. These telegrams are intended to show Eastern's interest in the situation
rather than to influence anyone
in his opinion.
Dick Pitman and Rick Ransom
were approved as members of
the National Student's Association.
Flu Shots Availabfe

All students living in the dorms
are urged to take advantage of
flu shots which will be given in
the infirmary beginning Monday,
October 29. The series of two
shots will cost 50c.

NSA Plans Fall Programs
By Les Francis

Most students look upon student government as something
way off in the fog. They think
the Associated Students is a ver.y
dist-ant and ineffective organization. However, student government does affect the student and
is constantly working to provide
programs and to improve conditions. One example of the work
done by the Associated Students
is the National Students Asso~iation committee.
On October 30, they are sponsoring a Republican and Democratic Party debate. The topic
is "Two Years of the New Frontier. " The speakers for the Republicans are Robert Ogden, seccretary of the Washington State
Republican party and Tom Holley, assistant to Congressman
Walt Horan. The debate will be
held in the Science building auditorium at 7: 30 p.m.

A special project being worked
on by the committee is "an evaluation of Eastern's climate
and values.' ' The committee is
studying the values of the students, faculty and the general
climate.
A debate between the Young
Republicans and Young Demos
is being set up by the committee.
Working on this program is
Lynda Paulson and Pat Crawford. The debate . is planned for
the last Koffee Korner of the
.quarter.
Two other projects of the committee are "Project Iron" and
"Project Integration." Both of
these are still in the planning
stage.

~ounding Board

Kampus Kalendar
Wednesday, O~tober 24
8 a.m . D&mes Club Bake sale ,
Showalter lobby.
12:40 p.m. ~ublic Affairs Seminar, Capri room. _
6 p.m. Spurs Meeting, Tahiti
room.
6 p.m. Intercollegiate Knights
meeting, Capri room.
7:15 p .m. History Club, Tahiti
room.
7:30 p .m . Young Democrats
meeting, Capri room.
8:15 p.m. Dr. James Edmonds
recital, Showalter hall.
Thursday, October 25
2:45 p.m. SWEA meeting, Vashon room.
6:30 p.m . Associated Students
council, Tah_iti room.
Frida y, October 26
.
V:30 p.m. AUSA Fall party,
Fairchild Air Force Base.
Science Building Dedication, all
day.
Saturday, October 27
9 a.m. Advisory Council on
Teacher Education, Faculty
lounge.
9 a.m. Science Building dedication.
7:30 ·p.m. IK movie-mixer,
movie in Science building auditorium, dance in Bali
lounge.
Sunday, October 28
7:30 Travelogue, Bali lounge.
Monday, October 29
6 p.m. Associated Women Students meeting, Tahiti room.
Tuesday, October 30
10:40 a.m. Koffee Korner, Terrace rooms.
11:40 a.m. Gaveliers, Men's
Speech Club, Ta~iti room.
3:30 p.m. Psychology club,
Martin hall, room 209.
6:30 p.m . Sponsor Corps meeting, Tahiti room .
6 :30 p .m. Associated Students
Finance Committee, Faculty
lounge.
1-:30 p.m . NSA-Robert Ogden,
Science building.

(Continued from Page 2)
To the Associated Students of
Eastern Washington State College:
Homecoming 1962 is passed and
little do many realize the vast
afuount of work and preparation
that was needed for the various
activities.
We would like to thank the AsAt Koffee Korner next week
two EWSC professors will meet sociated Students for their suphead-on in a debate. Dr. Frank port in making these activities a
Nicol and Dr. Duncan Thomson success. However, in addtion we
will debate on the "Effects of would like to extend an apology
Nuclear Testing." The time for for the failure of the barbecue .
this session has been changed to This failure was not due to the
actions of any one person, but
11:40.
The committee is also working due to the high water content in
in conjunction with AS President, that area which caused the meat
Larry Little, on the NSA Regional to spoil in the pit. :Secause of
conference. The conference is this a great deal of work and presponsored by EWSC and will be paration went unrewarded. Speheld at Liberty Lake on October cial thanks are due to the fol26, 27 and 28. The topic for the lowing persons and organizations,
regional will be "Campus Cli- whose work enabled a successful dinner to take place in the
mate and Values."
dining hall: Miss Murial Johnson, the I. K.'s, and the Spurs.
After weeks of private arguThese people had planned to ment, Dr. Duncan Thomson and
work at the barbeque, but due to Dr. Frank Nicol have agreed to
the complications prepared and a public debate on the dangers
served the meal, and cleaned the of nuclear fall out. This will be
cafeteria. The entire Student held at a Koffee Komer at 11:40
Last week the girls of Monroe
Body owes these people, plus the a .m., October 30, at the rear of
hall hope they started a tradiother Homecoming committees a the Harbor.
tion. They held a tea in honor of
.
vote of thanks.
their housemother, Mrs. Dorothy
"This is the greatest biological
Sue Heimsjo,
Triplett. Dean Dressler attended
problem facing us at the present
Activities Vice-Pres. time," st ates Dr. 'Nicol. Dr.
as a guest.
Marv Morasch,
Thomson was not available . for
Mrs. Triplett has been houseHomecoming
Chrm.
comment.
mother at Monroe for two years.
Before coming to Monroe she was
housemother for the Chi Omega
house at W.S.U.
She originally lived in Spokane
where she was a housewife for 35
years. She has two married
daugheters, and five grandchildren ranging in ages from six
years to 16 years. She claims
these are her pride and joy.
Among her interests are classical music, hunting, fishing, and
C:OMMHCIAL PRINTERS SINC! IIM
gardening.
Mrs. Triplett's secret for being
a good housemother is, 11Be firm,
DAVINPOIT
yet don't reprimand everyone for
the errors of a few. Deal with
them as individuals. And don't
get excited.•'

The NSA Committee also sponsors Koffee Korner which is held
each Tuesday in the Harbor Terrace Room at 10:40. So far this
quarter, they have had several
noted speakers, such as Dr. Darrell Morse, The League of Women Voters, Representative Robert Dellwo and Dr. A. S. Wilson.

Tea Honors

TV ,Program Housernoni
Features
Professors
"Meet The Professor", awardwinning television serie•s , returns
to ABC-TV for the third annual
series at 1:30 p.m., EST, Sunday,
November 11. Featured on the
opening show will be a prof'e ssorturned-Senator, Gale W. McGee
(D) of Wyoming, former professor of American history and
chairman of the Institute of International Affairs at the University of Wyoming.
This program, in a departure
from the usual "Meet The Professor" format, was shot on location in Senator McGee's Capitol
Hill office, at his Bethesda, Maryland, home; and on the University of Wyoming campus.
The 28-program series will introduce different professors in
various disciplines from colleges
and universities throughout the
United States every afternoon.
·The professor will be seen in the
course of his work in the classroom, laboratory, and office and
occasionally in the pursuit of his
off-campus interests.
"Meet The Professor" is intended to show the professor as
a stimulator and exemplifier of
inquiry and creativity; to develop
interest iD college teaching as a
career by showing the opportunities and satisfactions of the profession; and to show the professor
as a vital and contemporary person in the context of his work on
the campus, the community, the
nation, and the world.
The same program adapted for
radio will be broadcast on the
ABC radio network the same day.
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KEWC Radio Reception Difficulties Explained
Louise Anderson Hall is still In
Several students are wondering
the
process of getting carrif. r
why they have been having diffi- .
lines;
however, students who have
culty rece1vmg signals from
KEWC, our campus radio st..ation. rooms near the main lounge
KEWC operates on 665 kilo- should be able to pick up KEWC.
The lines to the married stucycles at 10 watts on a carrier
den't
court have been broken,
broadcasting basis.
so students living in that area
This means that KEWC trans- are temporarily unable to pick
mits its signals through carrier up the station's signals.
Students are also reminded
lines which are located on the
roofs of the ca~pus buildings. that inexpensive or some transThese lines, originating from the ister radios will not pick up
studio, emit carrier waves 235 K EWC's signals because of the
limited number ~f watts the stafeet on each side of the line.
tion
operates on.
This summer, new lines were
Reception
of KEWC signals can
placed around the campus, but
sometimes
be
improved by movthere are places where there
aren't any lines or the lines have ing the radio to another side of
the room and pointing the anbeen broken.
tenna in another direction.

VIRG'S PAYLESS
EVERYTHING FOR LESS
-STUDENTSYOUR ACTIVITY CARD IS WORTH A "TWO CENT" DISCOUNT
ANYTIME (ON "CASH" SALES OF) REGULAR GASOLINE

MAJOR BRAND OIL
WHY PAY MORE?

LOWEST PRICE IN CHENEY
SAVE $$ $

Trade at Virgs' (EWSC Student) Payless
WEST END OF CHENEY

Karl Klein,
of Texas, is
He is on a
do research

visiting instructor from the Univenity
the Savage football trainer this season.
one-year leave of absence in order to
work in his specialized field of physical

rehabllltatlon. While at Eaatern his maior protect
wi II be studying the effects of modern. dance on the
dancers, especially women dancers.

Eastern s Trainer
1

U. of Texas Prof. Spends
One Year Visiting .H~re.
By Leon. Gurney
Karl K. Klein, known to many here at Eastern as the "guy who
tapes up the football players" has a much greater reputaticn in the
field of physical education rehabilitation.
Several years ago Mr. Klein
began studies on the problems of
knee ·injµry and ligament instability. He taught at Ithaca college in New York for eight years
and then moved -to the University of Texas at Austin. There
Mrs. Shirley Johnson, former
he became the supervisor of the
-;Physical Education Rehabilita- student at Eastern, recently notified Miss Alice Moe, assistant protion laboratory .
fessor of speech, of her opporHis reSHrch i" knee problems
tunity to continue her speech
eventually led to several articles.
correction studies, begun at EastThe most Important one was ''The
ern,
through a scholarship in
~an, ~he KnN, and the Llga.
speech
therapy at Lewis and
ments" ·which wu published in
college, Portland, Oregon.
tlie A,:nerlcan Journal of Surgery Clarke
Mrs.
Johnson, wife of Robert
and Mecllclna l)ello Sport, a Euro.
Johnson,
a 62 EWSC graduate,
pean publication.
His evidence of the detrimental will do her practice teaching at
effect of deep knM bench rn the Vancouver School for the
Deaf, Vancouver, Wash.
phy1lcal conditioning was ■ dominant factor In the removal of this

Opportunities In
Speech Therapy
Tremendous

exercise from basic tr.alnlng In
the Armed Forces.
Mr. Klein is at Eastern as a
visiting associate professor on
leave f rom the University of
Texas. While here, he plans to
continue his studies in preventive
therapy and reconditioning. He
also plans to make extensive
studies in the ligament problems
of professional dance, with sped al emphasis on women. dancers.

Psi Chi Initiates
Membership Drive
Psi Chi, Eastern's national psychology honorary, will initiate
new members this fall.
Judy McAlvain, vice president,
announced that the honorary has
only nine charter members and
will conduct a drive to get new
members.
Requirements for joining Psi
Chi are: student must have at
least 15 credits in psychology subjects , be in the top half of his
class in college and in the top
third of his psychology courses.
These are naUonal .requirements,

1

According to Mrs. Johnson, th1s
scholarship is one of the largest
given to an undergraduate in any
field. The need for instructors of
the deaf is so urgent that the
federal government is offering
this scholarship this year and
·next.
"Oh Miss Moe, if you know of
anyone interested,· have him ap.
ply as soon as possible to Dr.
Virgil
Epperson,
Vancouver
School for the Deaf, Vancouver,
Washington," stated Shirley in
her letter to Miss Moe.
"In the last eight years I have
seen the intwHt In the basic
speech correction classes which
we have . offered here grow tremendously, from • rqlltration
of four In 1954 to 50 Ir, the summer of 1962," aald Miss Moe.

With the coming of Dr. Dorvan Breitenfeldt, assistant professor of speech, who is giving
full time to work in speech correction and the speech and hearing clinic, Eastern in the near
future will be able to offer expanded courses, practice teaching, audiology, and degrees in
speech therapy.
Miss Moe urges anyone who has
had the basic course in speech ·
correction to contact Dr. Epperson for details.

FOR SALE
Stereo Tape Recorder with 2nd amplifier. Condition like new
Original cost over $300.00. APARTMENT Q Philena Apts.

EDGETT BROTHERS
MARSHA1.L WELLS STORE

HARDWARE

ON MAIN STREET

~ill ~rovide for his children
when a father dies

?
••

Have I provided for my family in case they' re left alone?
Have we made sure our youngsters will be able to go to
college?
Could my wife pay off the mortgage if left on her own?
Would we " get by" in an emergency?
Will we be prepared when the times comes for retirement?

CAN PROVIDE
FOR YOUR
CHILDREN

through the Equitable Life of Iowa Family Protector Plan ... one
that will assure guaranteed money to help clean up your last debts
and expenses and provide food, shelter and cloth ing until your
children are grown.
•
Ed Uhrig your local on-ampus Equitable Life of Iowa Career
Life Underwriter is always ready to help you in this or any of
your p lans for the future financial security of your family and
yoursel f.

PHONE ED COLLECT TE 8-4362 or Write Box 153, Rt. 2,
Cheney, Washington

OUR PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS CARD SHOP
IS NOW OPEN
Choose your Christmas cards now ... when you
can make your selection unhurriedly, thoughtfully,
from our comp,lete and varied stock. And you'll have ·
them in plenty of time to write the little notes that
·m ean so much to your friends, plus eliminating that
old last minute rush of addressing the envelopes.
You're certain to find the loviest cards of all in our
1962 collection.
Persona lized Christmas Card Shop
Downtown, Street Floor, Northown, Mall Level

GUARANTEED
Zenith - T.V.
and Appliance Service
and Repair
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Still Time
Intramural Action
Getting Close

Savages Must Be
Ready for Central

From The Sidelines

Eastern Washington's Savages better be ready when they meet
Central Washington in an Evergreen conference footoall game at
Ellensburg Saturday.
The Wildcats, defending conference champions, were humiliated by Whitworth 32-0 Saturday.
It was the second straight loss
for Central and the Wildcats will
be anxious to atone for their de,
feats.
If Central needs any more in-

centive, homecoming on the Ellensburg campus should provide
it.
Eastern will probably be minus
leading rusher Dave Davis. Davis
sustained a kidney injury in the
Puget Sound game.
Central has won two, lost two,
and tied one, but. has won only
one conference game.
The Wildcats have several good
running backs and have relied
heavily on their running attack
this year.

Gymnasts Begin Drills
Coach Thorne Tibbitts has welcomed 20 Eastern Washington
gymnasts to the opening drills for
the 1962-63 season.
Tibbitts is expecting a good
year for his gymnasts. He believes that the Savages will have
one of the best gymnastics teams
in the state.
Bob Mitchell, Jerry Neyland,
Harold Bowers, Les Rasch~<o,
and Jim Bernave are the senior
members of the team. Rod Ostboe and Jim Fulton are the only
iuniors turning out. Chuck Messenger, Norm Bell, Ted Br,y an,
and Curtis Frunz are the sophomores on the squad.

There are nine freshmen turning out. They include Bill O'Brien,
Drue Andre, Dennis Lazzar, Diek
Brown, and Byron Wallace. The
others are Jim Steele, Joe · Corder, Tony Brittain, and Dave
Leander.
Tibbitts said anyone who is interested is welcome to try out &nd
should contact him. ·

Loggers Spoil
EWSC's· Try
on Homecoming

----·

Puget Sound gained 175 yards
rushing to 169 passing but the
passes were good for two touchdowns and set up a third.
The Loggers got all the points
they needed in the first quarter
when Jim Mancuso pased 24
yards to Paul Rushfeldt from punt
formation. Mancuso added the
extra point.
Eastern contained the Loggers
until the final quarter but couldn't
mount . an attack. The Savages
ran on fourth down at their own
30-yard line in the third quarter,
quarterback Bob Clark sneaking
for the first down. Puget Sound
stopped, the Savages when they
gambled: taking over on the Eastern 40.

In the fourth quarter Mike
Brustkern hit Mancuso with a
24-yard aerial to the Savage 32.
Gary Dasso ran twice . for 23
yards to the Eastern two. Jack
Sather, the day's leading ground
gainer, scored the touchdown.
Paul Lerch blocked Mancuso's
extra-point kick.
A 54-yard pass-run play, Brustkern to RushfeJdt, led to the final
Logger score. Jim Kalyk caught
Brustkern's 15-yard pass for the
touchdown.
Two Logger threats in the second quarter ended in missed field
goals by Mancuso.
Dave Davis, senior halfback for
the Savages, picked up 59 yards
on 10 runs before he was iniured
In the third period.

Rushfeldt, in addition to catching a touchdown pass and a 54yard aerial, carried the ball 10
times for 53 yards.

By Lowell Wood

Puget Sound may be number one in the Evergreen conference
now, but the Loggers can't sit back and relax.
Western Washington and Whitworth are the next two teams on
the Loggers' slate. Western's hard-running backs could make it a
long afternoon for UPS.
Whitworth, after losing its first two games, has come alive. The
Pirates have Improved every week. The Pirates blasted Central 32,.0
Saturday.

The University of Puget Sound
spoiled Ea~tern Washington's
homecoming football game, dowing the s·avages 19-0 Saturday .

Wood Chips

By Terry Gamon

The Pirates have been tough to score on in their conference games
and the Whitworth offense has been developing rapidly. Big reasons
for this are the play of freshman quarterback Don Leebrick and the
shift of John Murio to halfback.
Puget Sound beat Whitworth 7-0 in an early season game, but
the Pirates had a big yardage advantage and simply lacked scoring
punch then.
UPS has won three games by scant margins while Whitworth has
had good control of the game in all its victories.
Eastern has four chances left to register a victory this season.
The best chance appears to be the last game, against College of Idaho.

The Savage quarterbacks always hit a good percentage of their
passes, but they haven't racked up good aerial yardage since the
opener. Against UPS it was Bob Clark's turn. Clark was three for five
but only gained 21 yards.
Swimming, gymnastics, and basketball are underway at Eastern.
Swimming coach Steve Stratton and gymnastics coach Thorne Tibbitts
both are interested in more participants. Interested students should
contact the coaches.

T ankmen Return Request Made:
Parking Lot For Guests
With 4 Lettermen The Science Department has
Four lettermen form the nucleus of the 1962-63 Eastern
Washington
swimming team.
Lanny Willman, team captain
l:.lst year, Jim Strom, Bob Crawley, and Jerry Newell are the
returning award winners.
Coach Steve Stratton said that
the team. could have a fair season if it isn't hit, by ineligibility.
Ile said the Savages might have
the depth they need if everybody
stays eligible.
Last year Eastern won four,
lost six, and finished fourth in
the Evergreen conference meet.
The Savages might improve their
finish in the conference this year
because they will host the championship meet and can enter
more swimmers than they could
otherwise.

In addition to the lettermen
there are ten swimmers on the•
team. These are Roy Yamashita,
Dick Griffith, •Pete Carlson, Dick
Pittman, Leon Gurney, Bill Heaton, Hal Caulfield, Roy Lakewald,
Roger Distad, and Bill Bockstruck. Jack England may turn
out after football season.
The team is turning out from
4 p.m. to 5 p.m. three days a
week. Starting November 1, the
team will practice daily, Monday
through Saturday.

The 1962-63 Evergreen conference should provide an interesting
varietr of b,alanced basketball. In general, the teams are faster, more
experienced, and hare better over-all height.
Last year's champs, Pacific Lu- could prove to be tops in the
Meeting Attended
theran, loses tall Hans Albertson. league.
The 6' -9" lad Is returning to
At Whitworth the picture is so
Dr. Roland B. Lewis and Dr.
Sweden but may be on hand for • rosy that one dislikes even talk- Robert W. Reid attended the
the 1963-64 season.
ing about it. Coach Dick Kamm Washington Elementary PrinciThe Lutes still have five letter- has seven returning lettermen pal's meeting in Yakima Thursday and Friday.
men returning, however, and a
(Continued to Page 9
host of new boys that should - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - make them one of the teams to
beat once again. S foot-six Tom
Whalen, two-year all-conference
from Olympic college, will be one
of the new candidates that will aid
the Lutes' cause this year.
The other Tacoma school,
Asks:
UPS, also loses their big star,
Bob Sprague a 6' -8", 265 pound
giant, who has dropped out of
Engine lack snap? Get tip-top
school for a year. UPS also suffers by graduation with the losses
performance now! lee will
of 6'6" Scott Weatherwax and
6'5" Tom Ableseth.
tune-up your motor for maxiWestern Washington's Vikings
will be in a building year with a
new coach in Chuck Randall, plus
a lot of new faces. 6 foot-five
Jim Ada ms, however, will return
for his third year and should provide some experience in the center slot.

Central appears to be strong
again, with tne return of most of
the starting five. Jack Fitterver,
all-conference guard, will be
back again along with 6' -6" Steve
Wilson, a University of Washington transfer. Leo Nichalson's

mum

efficiency

and

requested that the parking lot
between the music building and
the new boys' dorm be reserved
for the guests who attend . the
dedication of the Science Building, October 26.

Intramural Football is getting
interesting. The competition for
first place is getting rough. ROTC
has two wins and no losses, but
Off Campt& A-1 has four wins
and only one loss. Then the Sutton Stetsons have three wins and
two losses. So it looks as if it
could go any way in the next
week or so.
The results of the past week's
games showed the Stetsons over
the

Sundowners

18-13;

ROTC

downed the Sombreros 20-6; Off
Campus A·l wiped out Off
Campus A-2 28-7; the Stetsons
gained their third victory by defeating Hudson A-2 19-7; and the
Sombreros picked up their third
defeat by forfeiting to Garry A-1.
The Sundowners snowed Off
Campus A-2 26-0, and in the
final game, Off Campus A-1
edged ROTC 31-21.

Intramural horseshoe competition is still trying to get underway and in the women's department, intramural and varsity volleyball is getting into full swing.
Any girls interested in competing should see Miss Virginia
Asan in the. Women's P.E. department.
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EVERY MONDAY AND FRIDAY
SPECIAL GAS PRICES of 30.9c for Reg. and 34. 9 for Ethyl.
Limited to Faculty and Students of "Eastern"

Red Top Service Stati·o n
Located on U.S. 10 One Mile West of Geiger

SLOPE INSPIRED ...

"CASCADE" .· .. BY
PACIFIC TRAIL

PRICED

FROM

driving

performance, for the lowest,
dollar price in town.

Special Student & Faculty Rates
Your Activity Card is always worth $ $ $ to you at Lee's
Union St ation on "tune up" and lubrication work.

MAIN ST.

CHENEY

Head a busy chase .. . in town or on the slopes . , . in Pacific Trail's
revers ible ski-parga wifh exclusive Revers-a-Snap* col lar-hood, that
hides away when not in use. Fash ioned of Pacific Trai l's exclusive
Nylon taffeta . . , and fi lled with bonded Bacron poyster ... sturdily
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Eminent Scientists Speak
He will be followed by Dr. ogy, and physics and matheHenry Eyring, professor of matics. Also provided is a 218Chemistry and Dean of the seat auditorium , a science tl ..
Graduate School of the Univer- brary, planetarium, greenhouse
sity of Utah, and president-elect and shop.
of the American Chemical soThe building was planned and
ciety. Dr. Eyring will speak on built for the anticipated enroll"Non-Ahenius Reaction Kinet- ment of the college in 1970. For
ics."
the next few years, general purThe dedication ceremonies and pose rooms are being sharep
the symposium will be open to with other instructional departthe public, Dr. Douglas said. ments.
High school and college science
George M. Rasque and Son
teachers in the Inland Empire were the architects, Max J.
have been invited to the meetings, Kuney, Inc., the general con~
as have their students.
tractor.
Tours

Tours of the new EWSC science
building will be offered between
the programs. The building, which
went in to full use at EWSC this
fall, was constr ucted at a total
cost of $2,313,116.95, and contains
108,600 square feet.

Support Your
Easterner Advertisers

It contains facilities for the
EWSC departments of biology,
chemistry, geography and geol•

Dr. Ralph Manzo, Eastern'• choir director, 11 pictured above practicing with the members of the Eastern
Washington State college choir. For the 1962-63 school year, they have a busy schedule p·lanned.

Manzo Says:

COLD, COLD

'Choir Turnout Record High'
Participation in the EWSC
an unprecedented high this year
in the college choir. Dr. Ralph
Eastern, sees this year's turnout

choral music program has reached
with a record 130 students enrolled
Manzo, director of choral music at
as "potentially, the best choir yet."

"These kids are showing terrific desire and pt;de In their organization," stated Dr. Manzo,
11
and I am especially impressed
by the high caliber of freshmen
vocalists."
·
The first full choir production
this year will be the annual
Christmas concert, which will be
presented December 16. A major
choral work, the "Magnificent"
by Hovaness, will be the highlight of this performance. The
occasion will also mark the
campus premiere of two surprise
guest artists.
During wlnhr quarter the choir
wlll be divided Into two large per-

forml119 groups: a 75-volc• aym-

her of the EWSC music faculty.

LIQUIDS

Cryogenic Liquids so cold they
make most metals brittle can be
handled safely in new Tube
Turns welded pipe fittings made
of high-strength aluminum alloy.
The lower the temperature, the
tougher the metal gets. The fittings will carry liquid helium
at 452 degrees below Zero F .

M. A. MALONE, Consignee
BEimont 5-6255
Cheney, Washington
Have heat when it counts . . . count on

LOOK WHAT 76 UNIFLAME DOES FOR YOU!
•
• Your burner
• Your home
lasts longer
stays cleaner

e

UNIFLAME
Your filters stay
cleaner longer

Order your supply of new 76 UNIFLAME
Today.

We Specialize in
"Keep Filled Service"

Student Accounts Welcomed

'The Fines~1

1

why more people smoke Winston than any other filter cigarette.
Flavor does it every time-rich, golden tobaccos specially
selected and specially proc;essed for filter smoking!

phonlc choir, and • concert choir
of equal size. Also planned are
Nveral enNmblH lncludlnt •
men'• choru1 and a madrigal
group.
Much of the increased ·choral

activity will be handled by Mr.
R. Cedric Colness, a new mem-

,;.:J.;,;....-.,,;J-:.•):,'

''"o ,.::, .

rsa
•

(Continued from Page I)
and a host of new talent that
make the Pirates the envy of the
league. Whitworth probably has
more height and experience than
any other team in the league.
In Cheneyvlla., things look
optimistic. Probably more so
than many rea,lze, Coach Reel
RHN ha, over-all height, 1peed,
and eoocl shots. Not much depth
thouah, so th• loss af • key ltallpl•y•r could prove to be the Savage downfall. Eastern hat to be
con1lclerecl the. darlchorN of the
a.ague.
.
Here is the way I predict the
league will end. This job is al•

ways difficult and critical, but
sometimes proves to be quite accurate, considering what a person
has to go on.
1. Whitworth- Too much height,
depth, and experience-.
2. Three-way tie for second.
Centr al- Lots of experience
and good speed.
Eastern-Tremendous potential
and good over-all height .
Pacific Lutheran-A I w a y s
tough, with spirit and experience. combined.
5. Puget Sound- Heavy loss to
graduation.
6. Western- New system and material.

PURE WHITE. :
•
MODERN FILTER:
( 1 1 [ ;:'t@@ .,.,,!

.,.;,;,:,:,:,,:,:,:-:-:,:•:•:•:•:•:::•:•:•:•·•:•:•;-:,:.:,;,::•,•,:,•,·,•,•,•,;,•,•,•,•,•,•,•:•:•:•,•:•:•:•:•:•:•)

. FILTER - BLEND UP FRONT

PLUS t
I

(i;: 1:,,;:! H . J . Rtynolds Tot,ncco Comriany, Wln5lon· Salem, N. O.
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.Drive To Aid Victi.ms
Of Recent House Fire
By Gene

Hubbell

Radio station KEWC officials, supported by the Easterner staff,
are sponsoring. a money-raising drive to help equip ~wo Eastern st~dents with clothing, books and other personal belongmgs they lost m
a fire which destroyed t-he interior of their apartment at 727 "D"
street, across from the Student Union building.
Alfons Alt and Doug Cox lost
all of their belongings with the by the sound of the flames and
exception of a few articles of smell of smoke. He escaped early
clothing stored in a kitchen closet, in the fire ind aJerhad other tenin the October 14 fire that started ants In the house.
in the living room sofa of their
Tenants in the house at the
second-floor apartment. George time of the fire were Mr. Buck,
Buck, owner of the apartment and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Littleton,
building, said insurance covered who occupy first-floor apartdamage to the house and furnish- ments. Alt, Mr. and Mrs. Sherm
ings but regrets that it does not Button and · Gary Martin, Hubinclude replacement of tenant's bell's roommate, were not home
belongings.
at the time. Brad Nixon and Ned
Cox was the first to discover
Neltner1 occupying the basement
the blaze between 12: 15 and 12:30 apartment, also were gone.
a.m. While trying to quench the
Firemen were praised on their
fire, Cox suffered second-degree speed in getting to the scene. Mr.
burns to both hands and slight Buck said firemen arrived minburns to his face. A third-floor utes after he called them. He said
tenant, Gene Hubbell, w•s sleeptheir efforts would probably have
.
ing iust above where the fire ori- been in vain if it wasn't for help
ginated when he was awakened from passersby who used fire ex-

'63 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT SEDAN

'63 CHEVROLET IMPAU SPORT COUPE

Campus School
Receives Award
Campus school has received a
Certificate of Exceptional Merit
and has been placed on the National School Safety Honor roll of
the National Safety Council.
"We are most appreciative of
the leadership of our safety chairman, Mrs. Camilla Surbeck, and
of the cooperation of others whose
efforts have made it possible fpr
the Campus school to receive this

- --

- --···

tinguishers available in the S.U.B.
"I wish to show my appreciation
to Larry White, Bob Clark and
all others who helped to keep the
blaze under control until firemen arrived," Mr. Buck said.
Les Raschko, Chub Bowers and
Larry White have helped. to find
living quarters for the occupants
of the two apartments that were
damaged the most. '
Students are urged to help replace books and clothing lost by
Alt and Cox. Donations are being
accep_ted in the lounge of the
Student Union or in the KEWC
office.

honor for the s~th straight year,"
Dr. William C. Wilson, director
of the campus school said.
"We are encouraged by the National Safety Council's recognition of our efforts to build a fine
safety education program. so·
long as accidents remain the chief ·
cause of death among school-age
children, we will continue to improve that program to teach our
young people to protect themselves and their fellow students."
The honor roll was initiated in
1944. To earn a place on it, a
school must present a detailed
report of its safety program to
a committee composed of the

school principal, the president of
the local parent-teacher association or similar parent group, a
student, a local civic lea~er, and
the president of the local safety
council.
U this committee reports favorably, the National Safety Council
lists the school on the honor roll
and sends the school a Certificate
of Exceptional Merit.
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'83 CHEVROLET BEL AIR STATION WAGON

NOW...GO CHEVROLET
FOR ONE-STOP SHOPPING IN '83
I

I
■

'63 CHEVY II NOVA 400 SPORT COUPE

This is about the best thing that's happened to buying cars since
Chevrolet started building them-four entirely different kinds of

cars to choose from at you{ Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping
Center. If you're a luxury-lover, you'll probably want to go no further
than those 13 plush new Jet-smooth '63 Chevrolets. Want to give your
budget an even bigger break? Step over and see what's new with those
10 nifty models of the '63 Chevy II. Or maybe you've been eyei~g
sports-car caps, in which case have a go at a sporty new '63 ~orvair
(8 of them, including three snazzy bucket-seat Monzas ·and those big
Greenbrier Sports Wagons). There's even 'Something for the. all-out
sports-car set-the daring Corvette Sting Ray. Picking a new icar has
never been easier. (Unless you'd like to own them all!)

NEW CORVETTE STING RAY SPORT COUPE

It's Chevy Showtime '63/-See four entirely different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet Dealer's Showroom

-

William Hall Chorale

Pinger - Snapping
Crowd Approve8
By Judith Huetson

Vocal versatility with a dramatic bent keynoted the performance
of the \l/llliam Hall chorale Thursday evening in Showalter hall.
The 24-voice group proceeded
easily from the 16th century 1·enaissance music of Grazio Vecchi
to the music . of living composers.
In music, as elsewhere, the radiThe president of the Tri-Cities
cal approach is ofen unpopular.
chapter of the American AssociThis group proved that contemation for the United Nations, Dr.
porary music belongs to us today.
A. S. Wilson, spoke on "The
It is a part of us.
United States and the United NaOutstanding in the section of
tions" at Eastern yesterday.
the program which illustrated
The talk was sponsored by the
music up to, and including, the
college . International Relations
18th century was the Baroque
club and by the National student
composer, Bach's, ..Jesu, Der Du
association committee.
Meine Seele." Originally written
for a quartet of young boys, the
sopranos and altos gave this an SWEA Meets Tomorrow
authentic, ethei;eal, tender quality
SWEA will meet tomorrow
which was surpassed only once (Thursday) at 2:45 p.m. in the
by the male section later in the
Isle-land Vashon. All members
program.
and · those who are Interested In

US and UN Topic

The secular "CoffH Cantata"
by Bach was performed by both
the soloists and chorale In a manner befitting the best GI dramatic
artists. They appeared to be &n•
loylng It as much, If not more,
than the audlttnce. The father was
trying to convince his daughter
that she must stop this "horrible
sin of drinking coff...11 The SUB
drinkers laughed louder and
longer.

Constant attention to the music
held by each member distracted
from the professional quality of
the chorale. They have been on
the road for a week and many
are college students. They undoubtedly needed this reassurance. Hall used no score and his
comments added immeasura.bly
to the enjoyment of each number.
The folk-song section undoubtedly was the highlight of the program. Hall Johnson's "Ain't Got
Time To Die", a spiritual, was
described by Hall as ..a number
with syncopation that ~38 to
swing." They .swung. This number which included a finger .snapping duo between the tenor soloist and conductor, obviously, not
synchronized with the voices,
brought the largest applause from
the audience.
"Were You There," arra119ed
by WIiiiam Hall, exhibited a stupendous alto solo voice. Although
the powerful tenor section vied
with her for honors, she gave this
splrltual the eloquence It deservH
with both her voice and stage ap.
pearance.

Because the title of the last
song on the program had most of
the audience confused, a short explanation by Hall cleared ' the
matter. "Kde Su Kravy Moje"
means ~'Where are my cows?"
A girl who falls asleep on a hillside while tending a herd of cows
sings this haunting melody.
A Russian Liturgy, "Hospodi
Pomilui" was the first encore.
This is technically difficult and
exhibited the chorale's magnificent dynamics.
A fitting halt was called to the
program with an amusing interpretation of "Good Night Ladies."
Go~d humor informed the audience that this memorable evening was But Over. (After concert
parties excluded.)

History Club
Meets Tonight
History ~ Club members will
meet tonight, October 24, at 7: 15
p.m. in the Isle-land Tahiti Room.
Organizational elections will take
place.
All ~tudents who signed up,
around forty-five, are urged to
attend along with anyone else
who is interested but didn't sign
a questionnaire. This is the His'tory Club's first meeting of the
school year.

ioining are urged to attend.

IKs Serve
As Pallbearers
For ''Doc'' Pearce
By Sharon Belden

Alumni coming to Eastern for
homecoming this year missed
one important tradition-that of
visitin~ "Doc" Pearce.
George H. "Doc" Pearce a
custodian and superintendent of
buildings for 34 years, died in his
home October 10 at the age· of
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His nl kname "Doc" was a those years "Doc" wasn't absent
honorary degree given him by · or late to work once.
"Snoopy Sue," the school paper
"Doc", who lived alone in a
gossip c~lumn.
home across .from Showalter hall,

During Ibis 35 years at Eastern
(1912-1947), he served under four
president : Noah D. Showalter,
Richard '. Hargreaves, Ralph E.
Tieje, an Walter W. Isle. In all

had been host to
alumni visitors each
This is the first
"Doc" Pearce has
good many years.

.87. - '
11
Doc," whose enthusiasm for
Eastern was as great as any student's had his final wish granted
when the IK's served as pall
bearers at his funeral · at the
Jerue Funeral home.

Although unknown to most of
today's Easterners, to old-timers
"Doc" was as much a part of the
college as the buildings themselves.
He was famous for his advice
and pep-talks and especially for
his course in "fussology". This
he described as , "natural" psychology. "There were no fees except for the license and the minister," he is reported to have said.

The
S\AVAGE Burger

Featfring
I

t

Double Meat

* Double Cheese

Pall Mall & sentsGIRL WATCHE 'S GfilDE

WHITE-COATED
LAB-LOON

Don't let this girl's costume fool you. She's not really a
mad scientist. She's a girl-a real, live girl. It's just that
she has to prove something-to herself and to her family.
She has to prove that she has a brain and that, if she
ever has to compete with men on their ·own terms, she
can do it-and win. But she really doesn't want to compete with men. In her heart she wants to attract men
and eventually, marry one. The girl watcher should not
let this situation disturb him, however.
If the girl is watchable, she should be watched, no
matter what her motives or ambitions may be. The same
thing is true of a cigarette. If it's smokeable, it should be
smoked-and Pall Mall is the most smokeable of all!

Pall Mall's natural mildness
. is so good to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!
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Who's
Fumbli·ng
Eastern's
Footb.all?
BY · TERRY GAMON

Eastern Washington's football team won more
games than it lost five years ago. The 1957 Savages won five, lost two, and tied one. Eastern won
four games the next year but since then has won
only four games and tied two, losing 26,
The Savages have been on a downgrade since
their second-place Evergreen conference finish five
years ago. Eastern's record has been worse each
year until this season. Last year EWSC football
fortunes hit bottom. The Savages not only failed
to win a game, they almost failed to score.
By the end of the 1961 season the Savages
weren 't wondering if they would win a game. They
were wondering if they would make it through the
season.
Eastern hasn't had a reputation as a football
power for some time but the failures of this year
and the last three have made people forget Eastern ever fielded a respectable football team. The
Savages haven't won the Evergreen Conference
championship since 1950, but in the past ten years
they have fielded three winning teams, all challengers for the league crown, and two Savage teams
Despite the difference in won-lost records,
Head coach Ed Chissus came here in 1953. His
first Savage team won six and lost two. Until the
decline started in 1959 Chissus had won ·25, lost 22,
and tied two.
which both won five, lost two, and tied one. "The
Chissus believes his 1962 team with one tie and
four losses is as good as the 1956 and 1967 teams
which bot hwon five, lost two, and tied one. "The
difference is," Chissus said, "the other teams have
improved and we haven't."

Eastern loses many players because they find
out that they will have to work during the season
or becl\use they can get more financial aid elsewhere. There are nine players on ·Central Washington's 1962 roster who had written to Chissus,
saying they were coming to Eastern. Many others
who were interested in coming to Eastern couldn't
afford it.
The Savages have suffered because they have
less to offer each year, while other teams offer
more every year. In 1953 Eastern had 32 foo.tball
jobs with less than one-third the number of students in school in 1962. Now there are 24 football
jobs, not all of which can be filled.
When Chissus first came to Eastern the jobs
were arranged so the players did not have to work
much during the season. The players. had fire department jobs during the season then.
Some of Eastern's best players chose the school
for personal reasons. They were offered more by
other schools but chose Eastern for such reasons
as better education, higher value of education (particularly in physical education), and the placement
service available.
However, Eastern loses players for similar
reasons. The work schedule forces some boys to
take light academic loads, meaning they need five
years to graduate. Others won't come to Eastern
because the school has a reputation for poor football teams.
Football A Rallying Point

The coaches and players feel that a successful
football team is important to the school. Chissus
says, "A good football team would h~lp weld- the
Athletic SchO!larship Jobs
student body. It would be a rallying point." Several
Chissus cited a lack of coaching help and· a team members said they thought a good football
poor scholarship arrangement as reasons why team would boost school spirit and improve the
Eastern has not improved. Eastern's scholanh-lps attitude of the students toward the school.
consist mainly of iobs.

Prior to this season Chissus has not had a
regular faculty member as a full-time assistant.
Graduate students have assisted him and from time
to time he has had other help, but his assistants
have worked with him for only one year.
Chissus has had to spend valuable time going
over his system with new assistants. He has also
been unable to make the best of practice time. More
coaches also would have been of help in recruiting.
The other schools in the conference have inc.reased their coaching staffs to include two or
three regular faculty members in addition to the
head coach.
.

Bob Anderson, physical education insturctor,
is assisting Chissus this year. Anderson was given
a reduced teaching load for fall quarter so he could
assist Chissus. The fusion of the athletic and physical education departments was responsible for this
change.
Chissus has · also been aided by graduate Ed
Laulaine nand student Alphonse Alt, both former
Savage players. Their presence has helped Eastern
start a junior varsity program. Chissus is hopeful
he will have enough help to continue a good junior
varsity program next year.
The added coaching help has been responsible
for improvement in the team's play this year. The
only tangible evidence of improvement is a tie wtth
Pacific Lutheran but team spirit is better and the
Savages have mad ethe games more interesting
this year.
More coaching help means improvement, but
it will hardly give Eastern a championship team.

I

How can Eastern develop a wlnnin9 team or
team which at least wins as man.y as it loses?
Still more coaching help is needed. If there

were more coaches, more could be accomplished in
practice. The junior varsity program would benefit, too.
Administrative officials must decide whether
more physical education staff members will be used
as coaches. Most of Eastern's· administrators feel
that football doesn't have enough educational
value to merit this.
Last year, Dr. Don S. Patterson, president of
EWSC said that football's chief value was the experien~e it gave boys who were going to coach it.
He expressed the opinion that football should not
be overemphasized.
Better jobs, particularly with relation to time, ·
might be arranged if there is some cooperation between coaches and administrators. It would be a
big improvement if all· the jobs set aside for football players were at times when the players could
work.
One problem is that all the jobs are at the
school. This means that everything is on a timeworked basis and the pay is only a dollar an hour.
Workers must put in a certain amount of time to
get their money which helps pay fees.
With school jobs it can't be arranged for the
players to just do a certain job for a certain amount
of money. Eastern is a state-supported college and
must abide by the state law which requires an
hour's work for every dollar paid.
Orland Killin, chairman of the athletic board,
says that more help is needed from alumni and
other sources. The alumni have promised more
help if the school itself contributes more and
improvements are made.

A football scholarship at Eastern usually
means a job. The jobs are not adequate because
the players have to work three hours a d•ay during
the season of participation ancf some of the lobs
Alumni Help
alloted to football players are at hours which no
Most Evergreen conference schools have finplayer could possibly work. Either classes or prac• ancial help from businessmen and alumni which
tice interferes with working times.
provides money to pay tuition for several athletes.

Players are under a handicap because they
must practice football and work every night. They
also must carry 12 hours, and have a two-point
grade average for the present or cumulatively.
This is a grind which tells on most players
sooner or later. Of the 27 players who came to
Eastern as freshmen four years ago only two remain. The others either failed to make their grades
or decided football wasn't worth the effort. Last
year's team was hurt by the ineligibility of five or
six players.

Killin points out, however, that the amount of d«>nation any school gets can't be pinpointed. Some
of the schools won't disclose the amount of money
they receive for athletic scholarships.
Private schools, such as Whitworth, get money
from alumni who want their alma mater to get the
good publicity which comes from winning football
games.
According to Killin, Eastern started a scholarship fund in 1957 which was intended to raise
enough money so athletes wouldn't have to work
Grants-In-Aid
during the season of participation. The fund, only
There are grants-in-aid which go to the start- recently put into use, is helpful b~t. has . never
ing players. These consist of $100 which generally reached the original goal of $6,000. K1lhn estimates
covers tuitio nand books for one quarter. Some of that $8,000 is now needed.
the recipients of grants-in-aid still have to work
Student Money
so they can afford to go to school.
Another problem handicapping the football
Capable players are unable to produce as a team is a lack of money. The percentage of stude~t
result of these circumstances. any get discouraged. body money spent on athletics dropped from 53% in
Low morale ruined any chance Eastern had to win 1961-52 to 37% in 1959-60. Football was given
any games last year.
$13,444 in 1961 but only received $10,681 this ye_ar.
If the players don't get discouraged, they are
More money is needed if a successful junior
Booby Clark is a typical Eastern Washington football player. too tired to do their best. They play well for half varsity program is to be established. ·This is due
Bob, a quarterback for the Savages, has a daily routine packed with or three quarters of a game but it takes four quar- to the necessity for playing some games away from
activity from morning to night. He must carry it out if he is to con- ters of good play to win games. Eastern has not home. There is not presently enough money to pay
had the best of the second half against anyone travel expenses for an adequate number of games.
tinue playing football.
this year. The Savages lost several games last year Some games must be played away from home or
It isn't easy, but Bob, like the because they couldn't play good football for 60 no home games can be played. More. money w~uld
Everyday Bobby attends classother
Eastern football players, minutes.
help the varsity, too, particularly 1n schedulmg.
es all morning. He has an hour
pays
the
price
and
plays
the
Second-half
losses
can
be
attributed
to
lack
of
Savage student body officers feel that they
free at noon b:it then he goes
game.
depth,
of
course.
The
team
with
the
most
good
must
cut the amount of money spent on football.
back to schoolwork until midplayers
often
wins
over
the
team
with
the
best
"We
have
to cut football," says A.S.B. President
afternoon.
players.
If
a
team
has
good
substitutes
the
regulars
Larry
Little.
He thinks that other activities, especBob's next activity is footb1II
will be able to rest and will be fresh when they ially those o! an intellectual nature, .should not be
practice. This takes about three
Following are the records of are needed. At Eastern substitutes are handicapped slighted to give football more money.
hours every weekday afternoon. Eastern teams since 1953, Chis- by their schedule as much or more than the reguThe financial situation might improve if the
After practice Bob eats and s· ·s' first year as coach.
lars.
coaching and scholarship problems are eased.
goes to work in the science
Year
Won
Lost Tied
Other Schools Offer More
Conference-wide changes in athletic aid would
building. He works until 9:15 p.m.
The Savages do not have enough depth largely change the picture, but none are likely in the near·
1953
6
2
Then, when he should be finished
because they can't recruit enough good football future. Eventually the Evergreen conference may
1954
1
8
with his studying, or nearly so,
players. Other schools have more to offer so they decide to give aid of equal value.
1955
4
4
he starts it.
get the pick of the high school crop.
Until the present conditions are changed Sav1956
5
2
1
Bob. has to stay up late to do
Other
schools
in
the
Evergreen
conference
age
players and coaches will be faced with a diffiW57
5
2
1
offer
better
working
situations
and
more
financial
cult
situation. Eastern will win its share of 'football
his studying but he gets it done.
1958
4
4
aid.
Most
players
have
no
definite
preference
as
games
consistently only when it can offer players
He maintains a B-plus average
1959
2
6
1
to which school they want to attend before talking approximately the same help other Evergreen conand finds time to serve as an As1930
2
7
to recruiters, so they choose the school which ference schools give.
sociated Men Students' officer.
1961
0
9
offers them the most.

Classes, Work, Football
Keep Quarterback Moving
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